
 

 
PART ONE- PROLOUGE 
 

“Erick is a Special child.”  

Erick heard that sentence countless times during his education on Mars. He was born 

there in 2225, one of the first humans birthed in outer space.  Of course it was the time where 

mars was able to develop natural necessities for humans so that they could live on the planet. 

Erick grew up with his twin brother Jerome, mother, father, and grandmother. Atlas, which is 

one of the largest cities on Mars and is five times larger than the what is now sacred land of New 

York City. Erik had a pretty privileged life up until he was six years old. Erick's family was 

upper class and always went on vacation. Even though Erick’s life started off perfect it wasn’t 

like that forever. When Erick and his family went to a family reunion a tragedy struck. Armed 

men started to slaughter everybody in Erick’s family at the event. This men worked for the group 

AO (Amazon Organization) which is a dictatorship on the planet Saturn that is currently trying to 

overthrow the Milky Way as it’s territory.  At the time Erick and Jerome were playing in a pond 

that were  pretty was was pretty far from where the massacre took place. When Erick and Jerome 

walked back to the area they stopped behind a boulder and saw their family member murdered 

and a man who pointed a gun to their fathers head demanding information on where Erick and 

Jerome were located. His father refused to give the information and ended up getting a killed in 

front of Erick and Jerome. The boys stayed behind the rock until and the armed men left then 

police officers showed up. From here Eric and Jerome were sent to two completely different 

orphanages. At first Erick was very quiet in the orphanage and do not speak for a week. Other 

orphans in the home would pick on Erick and steal his food. The person who caused the most 

trouble was hulk. Hulk basically was the alpha child in the orphanage because he got what he 

 



 

wanted. If he wanted a orphan to do his work they would do it. As time went on, Erick began to 

get his mind of of thing in the orphanage by sketching random things. Erick was able to do this 

because he was born with the ability to use about 50% of his brain rather than the average human 

who can use only about 10% because his as a child he was offspring of his parents who both 

injected themselves with an advance neurological steroid than increases and organisms I.Q. This 

talent began to become noticed as a gift and other adults who worked in the orphanage began to 

notice his and would praise Erick. Erick would be able to roughly sketch events in his sketch pad 

and they would happen in the future. As he practiced he did not need a sketchpad and more and 

could predict the outcome of something in his head. Erick used this talent in school and would 

get straight A’s every quarter during school. Even though Erick’s life began to turn around, it 

again had a tragic turn. Hulk began to get jealous that he would get less attention and less respect 

so he told some of the orphans to grab Erick in his sleep and bring him to the bathroom. The 

orphans did so and held Erick down and Hulk told Erick if his screams and tell anybody about 

what he is about to do to him that that he will kill him. As Erick was pinned to the ground Hulk 

began to merciless throw punches at Erick. Erick was brutally beaten and  had his sketchbook 

with all of his predictions of futures events thrown ripped and flushed down the toilet. Erick told 

the staff that he was robbed on his way home from school so that Hulk would not get in trouble. 

This angered Erick and he wanted to get revenge. Erick decide that this event could own be settle 

physical, therefore Erick began to work out, practice his prediction skills without a sketchbook, 

and train for his showdown with Hulk. On Hulk birthday, Erick anonymous gave Hulk a note 

inviting him the basement. Hulk suspected that it would be a surprise party until he saw Erick 

flipping a coin and saying the outcome before it hit the ground which quickly anger Hulk causing 

 



 

them to fight Erick in the basement. Erick then pinned Hulk the the ground broke his jaw and 

stated “tell anyone and I will kill you.”. Erick than gained Hulks respect and began to do well in 

school again causing him to graduate high school with the highest GPA with a full ride 

scholarship to Einstein Newton’s Academy which is the most advanced schools in the Galaxy. 

He would later get a career as a high positions detective for the galactic government. 

PART TWO- THE RETURN 
 

“BEEP, BEEP, BEEP. BEEP, BEEP, BEEP” I quickly slammed my alarm and knew it 

was time for work. As I jump out of bed I went to the bathroom to brush my teeth and take a 

show. Before I got changed I checked my wrist log to see what I need to change in for my 

mission today for the galactic government. The log said optional which really caught my eye. On 

my to work I saw another one of those AO) symbols spray painted on a wall. If did not work for 

the Galactic Government and found out who painted those symbols I would kill them if I had the 

chance.  As I entered the galactic government I was greeted forceful with a “Good 

morning detective Ceres, your presence is required in the launch room.” by the butler bot at the 

entrance of the department.  

As walking towards the launch room all I could this was if I were getting fired, promoted, 

or demoted for breaking the AO burglars wrist while arresting him. I then found myself waiting 

sitting in the launch room for orders and was about to leave until the Galactic Government Head 

Detective came in! I only see him on t.v or read about him in my mission log.  

“ Greeting detective Ceres, we have not meet before but know who each other are.” he 

spoke in  a serious tone.  

“Head Detective it is a honor to meet you, I-”  

 



 

“Quit the bullshit, my officials and I have been observing you for years. We know what 

you can do, what you went through, and that is why we need you. Your parents were very 

important people and they are why you can do the special abilities that you can do.” 

“So you Know about the future events that I see.” 

“What did I say we know everything and that is why we need you. Your mission is to 

board a cargo ship to Saturn and go undercover as a janitor in the A.O Executive Office Building 

to find documentation on a disease and can potentially kill all humanity on Mars as we know it. 

But whatever you do, do not open the documentation folder!”  

“Head Detective, I am honored to execute this mission as followed.”  

“Detective Ceres, I want you to be aware that this mission is not like any other mission 

that you have face before. You may have personal feeling that will get in the way of you getting 

the job that you need to get done at I want you to be aware of that and I want to to ignore them.” 

“Sir, I understand I will not let my personal feelings and emotions get in the way of the 

law”. 

“Great, that being said you shall get suited up now because the cargo ship will commence 

departure in approximately 3.75 hours which is more than enough time for you to read your 

mission log.” 

As the Galactic Government Head Detective left the room I began to shake. All I could think was 

that I was given the most important missions in my career just talking to the one of most 

important men in the entire galaxy and I just lied right to his face. I know for a fact that my 

personal feelings will get the way of the mission that I have to execute , I can sense it! Although, 

needed to get the job done so I started to read my mission log. It stated that I would be going 

 



 

undercover as a janitor in the A.O Executive Office Building and my partner Detective Altair 

would be who I am pretty close friends with. When the Prime Minister of A.O is giving a speech 

I will be scheduled to clean the minister’s office and retrieve the documents. While this is 

happening Detective Altair will be hacking the cameras so that I shall not be seen taking the 

documents. The planned seemed pretty basic so I did not seem to be either annoyed or nervous 

with the process. After were were both equipped with the materials that we need to complete to 

mission. 

PART THREE- DEPARTURE 

 we were placed in largo shipment with farm animals. These animals were placed in cargo to 

ensure thermal visibility of the animals not will make us stand out. 

“Altair, what a sight to see huh? Nothing better to see that factory farm animals with a 

stench of manure.”  

“Don’t worry this mission will be done before we know and we have nothing to worry 

about, with your advanced prediction skills and my intelligence we will the document and be 

known as the men who saved humanity and Mars. ” 

“I guess but, I don’t think that it will be that easy. Plus, it is a little sketchy that the Head 

Detective only met with us for less than fifteen minutes for a mission that is probably going to 

end humanity as we know it if we fail it” 

“Calm down Ceres he probably took such a short time because he knows that we will 

finish the mission in short amount of time”.  

“I guess.” 

 



 

As I felt the cargo ship tilting in knew that we were getting ready  for lift off. I could hear the 

ship informing the workers on the ship that it was leaving the planet Mars.  

“Attention, now boarding on the Planet Mars to Saturn. This ship i shall only board 

humans who are lieutenants on the cargo ship. Any other beings who set upon the during flight 

shall be killed or imprisoned without any trial. Be prepared to experience a change in the 

gravitational pull and oxygen availability. If you by any chance experience blurry vision or 

nausea please make your way to the crew-quarters and wait to be attended by the ship’s medic. If 

any trespasser are aboard the ship you have the right used armed weapons.” 

I knew that this would be a long trip whether or not it was going to turn out to be easy or 

hard. Therefore chose got to sleep and put on an alarm to wake me up when we arrive on Saturn. 

PART FOUR- CHANGE OF PLANS 

I woke up to the ship shaking assuming that it was landing and woke up Altair from his deep 

sleep. To make sure that arrives on Saturn I check the GPS on my wrist log. The GPS stated that 

were were on a small asteroid named Colossus County which used as a farming planet farm 

animals similar to the ones that we boarded with. Why would we be landing on a planet even 

though the ship stated that we will be traveling just to Saturn. 

Altair and I supposed that the cargo ship would deliver the cargo to the planet and we 

would be off to Saturn again. The ship started to deliver the cargo except there was a problem. 

We were they cargo that was being unloaded. The latch that kept the door from unlocking began 

to raise and Altair was spotted by two cargo lieutenants. 

“You! What are you doing here? You violated the law of the intergalactic space trade. 

Pay your punishment!” 

 



 

 I then visioned the lieutenants shooting Altair in the head if I do not do anything. Therefore,  I 

used my plasma gun 2 level which shot radiowave towards the lieutenants. This did not kill the 

lieutenants but only left them unconscious for about fifteen minutes and they will not remember 

anything that happen to them in the last hour.  

“Ceres, we need to go to and cargo box. Using the animals to hide are thermal visibility 

on the ship is a no go.” 

“But Alatar, where could we possibly hide? Everything cargo box on this ship that would 

throw off our thermal visibility is farming cargo or an enclosed area that could possibly kill us.” 

I knew that we had to think fast or else our mission would possibly fail. The idea the 

came to me. 

“Altair I have an idea that could very well possibly work may still get us to Saturn. We 

could take the clothes from the two lieutenants and steal their identities. By using our wrist logs 

we can scan who the are and use their galactic government biography to learn who they are and 

their names. In addition, by shooting them with my plasma gun on level 5 they shall become 

unconscious until a week and we will probably be on Saturn by then.” 

“That does seem like a great plan but I have a question where would we read the 

biography of the men.” 

“We could sign in to the crew-quarters as ill and sleep there until we reach Saturn. By 

doing this we will have the time that they rest there come out of the lieutenants paycheck. Trust 

me it will work, I know it will.” 

“Wow Ceres I knew I could count on that special predicting head of yours! Seems like a 

good plan to me.” 

 



 

Altair and I then began take our clothing off and replace it with the lieutenants outfits so 

we would blend in. As we made our way down to the cock-pit we were approached by some of 

the lieutenants on the ship and seemed to blend in. We eventually, settled in the the cockpit and I 

again put my wrist log alarm for the destination Saturn. 

PART FIVE- ARRIVAL 

When my wrist log had woke me up from my nap in the cockpit  it stated that we have 

finally arrived on the planet Saturn in the city of Glutopia. Altar and I realized that we could 

finally get the mission over and done with. As we exited the ship started to speak in to Altair ing 

the language of Zorg because that is the official language of Saturn and if were caught speaking 

English in the city of Glutopia our covers will be blown. As we began to make our way towards 

a secluded mission we noticed something.  

“Hey Altair, do you notice anything about the planet Saturn.” 

“In fact, I do. Ceres we have been lied to by the media. We have been washed  this planet 

is not corrupt at all. It seems to resemble our very own Mars because it is so civilized” 

“I was just about to say that! Do you think that we can twist this mission inti the way that 

we want it to be done” 

“Ceres just stop right there! We have to obey orders I mean we are talking about the 

whole faith of humanity in stake.  

“Agreed, I cannot let my own viewpoint get in the way of me” 

As we were exiting the cargo area we approached a dark alley so that we could read the mission 

report on are wrist logs in private. 

 



 

The report stated that we will meet in a warehouse that is two miles away from the A.O 

Executive Office Building by aboarding a public transport shuttle ship. From there we I would 

change in a janitor for the A.O Executive Office Building and read his biography. Altair will stay 

in the warehouse and get used to the hacking equipment used to control the camera’s, lights, 

doors, and automated guards patrolling the A.O Executive Office Building.  

When we finally finished reading the reports we wait for the public transport shuttle ship. 

The public transport shuttle ship finally arrived after the thirty minutes that we were waiting for 

it and we board the ship. Just like on the planet Mars the people on the ship were very civilized. 

There was not fighting or screaming. Everybody in the ship was friendly and well- behaved. I 

figured that the ride would take a long time so I closed my eyes and put my head down. 

“Ceres. This is the stop we need  to get off.” 

“Oh wow. Altair are we really here already I thought that the trip would be longer” 

“It was not that short of a ride it was about thirty minutes. You must of dozed off or 

probably took a nap. 

When we entered the warehouse the were twon my in black suits. The re-informed us 

how the mission will go down and what actions needed to be done. After this I skimmed through 

my biography as the Janitor that I am going undercover as and before I knew it the mission was 

about the begin. I was exiting the building when I heard a shout from Altair in the computer area. 

“Ceres I want to say good luck but… do not fail your job at saving humanity on mars.” 

“Make sure I don’t Altair!” 

I began to set my destination towards the A.O Executive Office Building and my mission was 

about to start that could possible save the world. 

 



 

PART SIX- THE MISSION  

As I was approaching the entrance of the  A.O Executive Office Building and I began to 

feel a sense that something bad was going to happen, something that I did not want to happen. I 

just on walking toward the door because I already accept the mission and it is my duty to 

complete it. I entered the A.O Executive Office Building and sign in as a temporary Janitor. I 

was then greeting by an A.O agent.  

“Good morning, Zaratus McGarvey. You must be the new Janitor to clean the Prime 

Minister's office.” 

“Yes, yes I am.” 

“Due to the fact that, the minister is about to give his ship it would be a great time for you 

to start clean out his office right now” 

“I’m on it.” 

I open up the prime minster office and notice that his was pretty small and not grand at all. This 

was a surprise to me because I expected to be due to the fact that most higher authorities and are 

respected more than others.  

When I heard the camera spark and the red on on it turn off I knew that Altair had hacked 

into the camera security system and I took find the documents. I checked my wrist log which 

stated that the document should be placed under the desk. I walked over to the desk and grabbed 

the documents. This mission already seems easier than I thought. I then fled the A.O Executive 

Office Building and I could see Altair in a white Space jet waiting for me. I hoped the jet with 

the documentation in my hand. We pass this mission off we saved humanity on earth! Even 

Though I would soon become a hero on Mar I felt that I did something wrong. Therefore, I 

 



 

opened the documentation and it state d the material needed to create Qoid zytantum which is the 

neurological steroid for my parents took. I then realized that I have been Lied to. To keep this 

drug from being created I lit the document on fire with my plasma ray on and waited for my 

arrival on Mars. 

  

 


